The article investigates the optimal performance of feedback controlled open-channel systems represented by a linear advection-diffusion equation. We show that the performance given by the maximal achievable bandwidth over which the sensitivity function stays below one for such a system is structurally limited. This result is obtained using different tools. Firstly, an approximate value is computed with stability considerations. A close result is also obtained putting the prohlem in the H , framework. We finally compare the previous results with a qualitative approach using Bode's ideal loop transfer function.
Introduction
Faced to the increasing demand in water savings, hydraulic engineers use automatic control techniques in order to obtain a better performance in real-time operation of open-channel systems. The open-channel system considered are made of a network of river reaches controlled by a finite number of dams situated upstream. The overall system forms a multiple-input multiple-output system, which is the interconnection of several single-input single-output sub-systems. It can he proved that the performance of the MIMO system which possesses a specific structure can be linked to the one of the SISO sub-systems. The paper will therefore focus on the analysis of a single reach represented by a SISO transfer function. The discharge is supposed to be measured at the downstream end of the river reach and there is a finite number of intermediate pumping stations distributed along the reach which provide water to consumers (typically farmers who irrigate fields). The objective of the controller is to keep the measured downstream discharge close to a target despite unmeasured users' withdrawals. The aim of this paper is to show that the achievable performance of such open-channel hydraulic systems is structurally limited. As the system is subject t o unmeasured perturbations acting at the output, we seek the maximum frequency range where attenuation can he obtained. To this purpose, we examine classical limitations as Bode integral constraints [9] and show that they do not constraint in direct way the achievable sensitivity. In fact, we show that the stability constraint limits the bandwidth like in cases of delayed systems Another way t o study the considered problem is to put it into the Hm framework. Recent work allow to solve the sensitivity problem for irrational systems (see e.g. [13, 15, 51 and references therein). Unfortunately, the required conditions in [15] are not satisfied in our case. We then consider the approach proposed in 1141 where the solutions are obtained using finite dimensional approximations of the irrational system and computation of classical H , solution for rational systems. The last part of the paper proposes a more realistic design with high frequencies constraints on the input. This "mixed sensitivity" criteria allows to take into account actuator limitations and delay margin requirements. We end the paper by a remark on the interest of the heuristics associated to Bode's ideal loop transfer.
[111.
Problem statement

Considered problem
The system considered in this paper is a controlled river where the action variable is the upstream discharge and the measured variable is the downstream discharge (see figure 1 ). The river is used t o deliver water from the upstream dam to various consumers pumping water along the reach (farmers irrigating their fields, industries, etc.). The objective of the controller is to keep the measured downstream discharge close to a target despite unmeasured users' withdrawals.
In other terms, the control objective is to use the u p stream discharge U in order to keep the downstream This objective should be attained with minimum gain and phase margins.
As the perturbations wi are all unmeasured, they can be aggregated into one point without loss of generality. The system is then represented with all the withdrawals gathered at the downstream end by the equation:
with H ( s ) the transfer function for the withdrawals w, y = q ( X , s), U = q(0, s) and G(s) corresponding to the Hayami transfer function. As shown in figure 2, this approximation is rather crude concerning the group delay', which decreases with frequency.
Hayami model
Figure 2: Group delay of G ( s )
Obtaining maximal performance bounds
In this section, we address the following question: "What is the best achievable performance in perturbations attenuation?". In our context, we try to attenuate perturbations acting on the output of the system (see figure 3 ). This requirement can be formalized by direct constraints on the output sensitivity function. The performance considered is the maximum frequency w g such that the output sensitivity function S = (1 + GK)-' stays below one ws = max{wl : IS(jw)l < 1, Vw < w ) using Laplace transform. Thus, fixing a downstream 'The group delay of C ( j w ) is defined by -9 [lo] .
In this section, we first examine the performance limitations induced by the group delay by looking at the Bode sensitivity and stability. We secondly propose an Hm criteria which incorporates more realistic design constraints and a way to obtain a rational controller which is an approximation of the optimal one. than one is limited by a given frequency ws (11, chap. 7.12.1. In our case, considering that the system is similar to a time-delay system, an approximate value of this frequency is given by we such that argG(jw,) = --K. Since
This value is obtained by considering that the Hayami is fully an inner factor, which is not the case. Therefore, as some phase is given by the outer part, the real upper bound is higher than this value. The pure sensitivity problem ( 5 ) is hard to solve in an approximative way (see (14, sec. 4]), but in our case, linked to the existence of structural bandwidth constraints, it is possible to use a well-posed mixed sensitivity problem to approximate the problem. For the sake of brevity, we do not expose the procedure for this particular problem, since the same one is used in the sequel, with a more realistic constraint. The figure 4 is obtained with the procedure proposed by Rodriguez in 
A constructive a p p r o a c h
In the previous section, we obtained a hard bound without any classical constraint, like gain margin, phase margin and delay margins. In this section, we now consider a more realistic H , criteria, which explicitly shapes the controller under direct constraints on the control. As the original system G(s) is described by an irrational transfer function, we compute a rational approximation G,(s) which can be used to solve the control problem stated above. .,d1 Figure 6 : Error IG -G,I for different orders of approximation n and let us assume
where 6 is such that :
We define below optimal and suboptimal solutions of our problem in the infinite-dimensional case and in the rational case. The optimal solution is defined by:
where Q = K ( l + KG)-' is the Youla parameter and assumed stable, and a suboptimal solution Qo such that Moreover, let us define the sub-optimal solution built on the basis of the rational approximation G, of G:
where pn is the optimal value of the H , norm:
Following theorem 3.1 in [14] , we have the following inequality I k P t -ll"l 5 2e
In our specific case, one has B = 2, E = 31OW5 and then for the loth order approximation of G, we have b O p t -5 6 Figure 7 shows the different values of Qn when the order of the approximation increase. Until the 8'* order approximation, the solutions remain very close.
The result obtained in this case concerning the maximum performance problem is us = 4.36 rad/s. We also get a controller achieving the following robustness margins: a gain margin of 9.13 dB, a phase margin of 67 deg and a delay margin of 7 hours. 
For the Hayami transfer function, the cross-over inequality (7) leads to which is equivalent to As C and D depend explicitly on the discharge &, ,
it is possible to evaluate the limitation (see figure 8, where ngc = -1 and the required phase margin is 6 , = 7r/4). One observes that the maximal bandwidth decreases when the discharge decreases and when the reach length increases. This is conform to physical observations, as the delay increases in these cases.
For a reference discharge Q,. = 2 m3/s, the obtained bound is w,, = 4.65 which is coherent with the value obtained numerically. 
Conclusion
This paper has shown that the optimal performance of feedback controlled open-channel systems represented by a linear advection-diffusion equation is structurally limited. The maximal achievable bandwidth over which the sensitivity function stays below one is evaluated using different tools. An approximate value is computed with stability considerations. A constructive approach is then performed by designing firstly a pure sensitivity, then a mixed sensitivity H, optimal controller on a rational approximation of the system. The mixed sensitivity controller exhibits good robustness margins, which are needed in an application perspective. This numerical approach gives results similar to the ones obtained by a qualitative approach using Bode's ideal loop transfer function. Using the ideal loop transfer function introduced by Bode, we obtained constraint on the maximum achievable baudwidth for open-channel hydraulic systems described by Hayami equation (2) for prescribed phase margin and for modulus margins requirements. In the case of prescribed phase margins, the bound is obtained analytically, which enables to give a priori bounds for a whole family of systems.
This result validates the approximation approach widely used by hydraulic engineers when designing a controller for such systems. It also enables to give a priori bound on the bandwidth over which one should approximate the system, which is important for the rational approximation problem.
